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might learn new ways of behaving. Objective approaches to
such study are necessary to guard a diffident pupil from be-
coming too self-conscious.
Approaches to behavior study are numerous. Experiences
which include children of different ages and emphasize the
younger child put the preadolescent student at ease. Suitable
reference books are available which suggest activities through
which the student may discover how people learn, how habits
are formed and for what purpose, and how poor habits are
broken. Emphasis in these books, and in much of children's
literature, is on what the young child does, what he needs, and
how others act when living with him. The student is helped
to see young children as individuals and to enjoy them. If the
books are used as a means of interpreting what the young
child does in concrete situations in which all take part, the
older boy or girl begins to get concepts of the main elements
in learning and behavior. Frequently he is helped to under-
stand himself.
The classroom teacher can open up avenues of interest. If
she recognizes the presence of other children in a student's
family, the pupil has greater confidence that she understands
family life, and may be more frank in revealing to her his real
problems. • If the pupils are permitted to take part in pre-
. school, kindergarten, and early primary experiences, they may
learn much from the way the teacher guides the younger
children. Observation of and working with younger children
has at times interested pupils of the upper elementary years
in reading what authorities have said about the handling of
the young child. ,Such combinations of experiences help
pupils see a little child as a person, and understand why he
Wiaves as he does.
tte experiences suggested in this chapter are but illustra-
Ijto •«£ ones 'which might help boys and girls to have better
i^l^l^lfe^ of their families, of themselves, of their class-
l*i|t^.iNttfir P*t at **°m& a*1 & school, and of ways of
Bring ai*d p^itSiig deHioaatictHy with others (see Appendix,

